ABOUT US
The Root Academy aims to prepare and empower individuals
and teams to succeed at their highest level.
The Root Academy provides [guidance and teaching] designed
to improve each player, allowing them to maximise their
potential in all facets of the game of Cricket.
The benefits of the various Root Academy programs extend
well beyond the field of play.

HIGH PERFORMANCE PROGRAM
OUR PHILOSOPHIES TO IMPROVING YOU

GET UNCOMFORTABLE
Essential to improving is to be uncomfortable. This can take
many forms, a training session, training day, or training week,
to make you feel challenged. Improvement remains dormant
unless challenged.

FIND A WAY
The game of cricket is forever asking questions, and the best
players are very good at knowing what to do in a situation.
Our program constantly asks questions, whether a game
simulated training session, or how you will improve through
game reflection. It’s a skill and needs to be developed.

DEVELOPING THE PERSON
The person players a big part in the individual being the best
they can. Being continually challenged, using self reflection
processes, and leadership programs develops people.
These are skills that will help you for the rest of your life.

COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM

R66T ACADEMY CYCLE OF
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
TRAIN/PREPARE

COMPETE

REFLECT

Root Academy High Performance Program
The R66T Academy hosts two 10 week high performance cricket programs each year
(January-March and October-December).
Students come from all over the world to participate, live in apartment style accommodation
and are provided a comprehensive curriculum of cricket and non-cricket content.
The R66T Academy also offers access to educational institutions and each player is connected
with a South Australian Cricket Club to apply their learnings week-in, week-out in top level
club cricket.
The 10 week R66T Academy program is unique in that it offers all of the coaching and
development aspects of other world class academies as well as:
The program covers all aspects of a cricketer’s training and development including:
• Skill and technique improvement - batting, bowling, fielding incl. wicket keeping
• Strength and conditioning:
Speed and agility			
Low impact cardio
Weights and core			
Bowler pre-habilitation
Endurance			Yoga / pilates
• Recovery
• Injury prevention
• Nutrition
• Mental skills/mindset
• Leadership and character development
• Game scenario training
• Game tactics
• Self reflection skills

Program Coaching Director

Shaun Seigert

Over 13 years I oversaw the development of 26 International Cricketers, well over a
100 First Class players, International U/19 players, gap year students, club cricketers,
Associate Country players, and female players, with a program that I designed, coached
and implemented. I have seen players progress quickly like current England Captain Joe
Root, from progressing from a County 2nd X1 player to International player in 18 months.
To run a effective HP Program that gets results for a player of any level and have real
substance, the structure of the program needs to be right with the right coaching
philosophies needs to challenge not just cricket skills but also the person to grow, a
regular and reliable panel of coaches that build relationships with players to build trust,
and have coaching experience and knowledge, and to build in weekly self reflection and
planning process’s to complete the learning cycle, without, very little learning takes place.
I’ve seen success over and over again with players of all levels, and have the results to
give our program the credibility that shows it works.

SHAUN’S COACHING ALUMNI
JOE ROOT
Joe came to me in 2009/10 having just played for England U/19s and
yet to play a First Class game. Like any program that worth itís salt,
Joeís development really excelled, and he thrived in the program
structure. His training and understanding of what he needed to do
to be successful stood out. Joe went back to England completely
different and made his Test Debut 2 years later.

JASON ROY
Jason came to me in 2008/09 season. A player of immense talent,
his major development was as a person in the daily grind of training
and playing. Focusing on the processís of him improving were a key,
and not letting him get comfortable. Different players have different
needs, as with Jason it wasnít just developing his cricket, it was
growing him as an individual.

LIAM PLUNKETT
When Liam came to me having already played for England, his career
needed to be reinvented. Having lost his contract at Durham and
picked up at Yorkshire as a back up bowler.Building belief through
training and playing was crucial in regaining this, through support in
allowing him to get everything out of the program.

BEN FOAKES
Ben came to me in 2015 as a player of huge potential, already having
represented the England Lions. I spoke to Ben about the program
structure was really important for him in growing, as Elite levels of
cricket programs have many resources, crucially the development of
a players self direction is vital to get the most out of your abilities.

RORY BURNS
Rory came to me in 2012-13 having played a little First Class cricket.
He went through ups and downs in the program, but showed a great
understanding of his game. Importantly the program challenged him,
to look for improvement, which it did as he won the Most Improved
Player in the ECB County season upon his return.

AJMAL SHAHZAD
Ajmal came to me twice, once prior to playing for England, and once
post. The first time he quickly went from a fringe First Class player,
to playing for the England Lions and England. The 2nd time was about
training hard and clearing his head, and supporting him with what he
needed to do, in the right environment.

ALEX HALES
Alex came to me as a player with a big reputation, but lacked
consistency. The big areas of improvement he was challenged on
was the short ball and playing spin to become more consistent and
adaptable. He cemented his spot in Nottinghamshireís team upon his
return that year by making 100s.

SAMIT PATEL
A player of huge ability he came to me in 2011. A large part of his
training was about getting fitter to get more out of his ability. His
performances improved upon his return and was selected for
England.

TAMMY BEAUMONT
Tammy came to me having had a little taste of International cricket,
but since has now established herself as a leading female player in the
world.A lot of what I worked on was her mindset in freeing it up and
playing in a way she could use all her skill.

ACCOMMODATION
Players are located in apartment style accommodation in the city
centre for easy access of training venues and clubs.
Accommodation has cooking and laundry facilities as players do their own
cooking from their weekly allowance, and washing.

WHY TRAIN WITH US
Customonised training programs to meet your needs.
Training venues that meet the standard of a high quality program.

• Competition in the form of weekend Club cricket that is of your level, and games
through the week.
• Coaches that have consistent contact with the players to build relationships with to
work together on the development of the individual. Our coaches are highly qualified
and importantly very experienced.
• A proven program with clear philosophies that define it from other academies
created by Head Coach Shaun Seigert, and has accelerated the development of
many players from some of the best in the world, to aspiring club/school/academy
players.
• Location in Adelaide is the right size to facilitate a program like this. A city of not to
big allows players to get to training venues with a minimum of fuss. It is also of a size
that allows access to enjoy the city.
• Weather in Adelaide is a dry summer to allow players to not have to deal with
compromised programs due to wet weather, and training, playing outside.

PLAYERS ARRIVAL IN ADELAIDE
Once players clear immigration and customs,
they will be met by a Root Academy Team
Member at Adelaide Airport.
The player will then be taken to their
accommodation and introduced to other Root
Academy scholars. They will also receive a
welcome pack, which will explain the ins and outs
of living at the academy upon their arrival.
Accommodation is in the city, so access to
transport is very easy and convenient.

Joe Root came to Adelaide to play and train as a 19 year old,
in 2009/10.Having not played a First Class game to that point,
upon his return he quickly made his mark, firstly for Yorkshire,
then for the England Lions, in the season of 2010.
The Root Academy is now giving you the same opportunity
that Joe had, to train and play in Adelaide, to get the same
experience he had.
Using the key philosophies that underpin the program,
and aspiring player can now get the same level of coaching,
program structure, that will not only accelerate your development
as a cricketer, but also develop you as a person, that is more
self directed, a better understanding of yourself as a person,
and independent in making decisions that will help you
for the rest of your life.

CONTACT DETAILS
Shaun Seigert - High Performace Program Director
The R66T Academy
Email: shaun@r66t.co.uk
Mobile: +61 422435203
Website: www.therootacademy.com

